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OBSERVATIONS ON POPULATION CHANGES AND ON 
BEHAVIOR OF THE BALD EAGLE 
IN SOUTHCENTRAL NEBRASKA 
INTRODUCTION 
The presence of the Bald Eagle (Haliaeetlls lellcoccpha/us) in Nebraska 
does not seem to be general knowledge, for a number of Nebraskans have 
expressed amazement to the writers when they learned that this species 
was to be seen in the state. It can, nevertheless, be observed rather readily 
during the winter along the Platte River and elsewhere, and it is listed in 
Rapp et al (1958) as a migrant and winter resident throughout the state. 
Since a review of the literature revealed that the Bald Eagle has not 
been the subject of much writing by Nebraskans, the senior author decided 
to write his Master's dissertation about it. He chose winter population 
changes and behavior patterns as major aspects of the investigation, and 
selected the Platte River and surroundings from Elm Creek to Lexington 
for his study area. The junior author served as thesis professor. Both 
au.thors collaborated in the writing of this summary of some of the popu-
lation and migration information detailed in the thesis (Vian, 1971). 
PROCEDURE 
The investigation involved periodic field trips to count and observe 
the Eagles, and was augmented by correspondence and conversations with 
sportsmen, bird watchers, and state and federal conservation officers. The 
first phase of the study began in December 1968, after the birds were al-
ready present in the area. A full season's study began in 1969 when weekly 
checks were started the last weekend in September, to assure seeing the 
first arrivals, and were continued through the first weekend in May 1970, 
to verify departure dates. Several field trips were made during the sum-
mers of 1969 and 1970 to check for the possible presence of Eagles then, 
and three "all-day" studies were made over the 1970-71 year-end. 
Because preliminary observations showed that the largest number of 
Eagles could commonly be observed during the late morning hours, a regu-
lar route was followed, leaving Elm Creek at 10 :00 A.M. and returning 
about noon each Sunday. This route went south from Elm Creek on U.S. 
183 and, except for side trips to the Overton bridge and to the diversion dam 
near the Canaday Steam Plant, followed the county road south of the river 
westward to Lexington, a distance of about 20 miles. Stops to look for 
Eagles were made at half-mile intervals, and at places in between if birds 
were seen there, the observer getting out of the car for better viewing if 
necessary. Identification was verified with 7 x 35 binoculars, and notes on 
location, behavior, etc. were recorded for each sighting. At the Elm Creek 
and Overton river bridges observations were made primarily on foot, both 
from the road and from the nearby river banks. The speed on the county 
roads was from 15 to 20 mph. 
The return trip was made on Interstate 80. The speed was about 50 mph 
and no stops were made, but birds seen while driving were recorded. 
The birds were listed in the field notes as "adults" or "immatures", 
since the plumages are distinct. Sometimes, however, birds were seen at 
distances that did not allow identification by age. Such individuals, when 
clearly identified as Bald Eagles by their flight pattern and silhouette, 
were tallied as "not aged". 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Description of Study Area 
47 
The Platte River is a braided river with many meandering channels, 
flowing from the west to the east across the entire length of the State of 
Nebraska and emptying into the Missouri River. During the investigation 
the river channels in the study area varied in width from approximately 10 
to 1500 feet, with the main channel averaging about 200 feet. The water 
depth varied from 2 to 3 inches to as much as 6 feet or more in the main 
channel, and had a probable average depth of about 2% feet. 
The river is constantly eroding sand from the river bottom and sand-
bars and depositing it elsewhere. Some of the sandbars in the study area 
were covered with grasses and forbs (herbaceous plants other than grasses), 
and others had small willows (Sa/i,]; spp.) and American elm (Ulmus ameri-
cana) , thus fonning stabilized islands. The smaller islands, several acres 
or less in size, were usually covered with both trees and smaller vegetation. 
The larger islands, some 6 miles or more long and % to 1 mile wide, had 
relatively few trees. Aside from some grazing, very little agricultural acti-
vity was found on them. They appeared to have been cleared of trees some-
time in the past, to permit cultivation. 
The river bank areas had many ponds, 15 to 45 feet deep, which were 
made ,,,hen sand and gravel were pumped for the laying of Interstate 80 
and for other construction purposes. All had fish in them due to seasonal 
flooding of the Platte River or stocking by the Nebraska Game and Parks 
Commission. 
The most abundant trees along the river bottoms were the cottonwoods 
(PopuluB deltoides) , with the American elms being the next most common. 
The trees varied in height from 50 to 70 feet and had diameters of 14 to 36 
"F'hes. The member of each species of tree per unit area and distance varied 
from Elm Creek to Lexington. The trees were not as large nor as 
,~l()se to tb~ river bank at Elm Creek as in the area around Overton and 
Lexington, bilt the undergrowth along the river bank was heavier near Elm 
Creek than farther west. The majority of the cottonwood trees 5 to 9 
Overton were dead, with most of the bark and smaller 
n some places the roads which were traveled during the study were 
c,ose to the river's edge, hut in others they were up to 1 % milf's away. The 
area "sn Lhe roads and the river was usually harvested corn (Uea mays) 
~ielrJs, b::r, J:,duded ~,ome grazing land. The terrain did not present any 
/ficulties with visibility, beeause it sloped from the roan to the riVen. 
or was level. Maximum distances, however, sometimes p1:'esented problems, 
and only those birds f1~'ing at the moment could be seen in such places. 
Tlw Canada IT Steam P;a nt, locateu 8 % miles west of the Over-
to generate electricity. Cooling water is taken from, and 
rdc'rned a eanz;l which goes by the plant and empties into the Platte 
~\ppT()ximately 1 mile e:,st of the plant. According to Hickok (personal 
communications) ,Nhe;} tlw wah~r is returned to the canal the water 
h~mperature is raised 8° to F. The heat of the water is dissiputed, ex-
cept for 0.20 to 0.3 0 F., in mile the canal. The final temperature 
varies with load on tJw plant and the temperature of the water entcr'· 
in" the stea-m plant. The canal water temperature averages 34" F. in the 
winter, and the plant uses 60,000 gallons of water per minute, about 5% 
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the flow of water in the canal. The temperature of lo'~al 
[ sonIc of i?thlch :3eeJ)S into canal, is 54 0 to ~15° F. 
The ccmr:bined "ct of the grou;.,d 'lDl~ the warmed water from 
~:'l'eezing 
does 
,Steam Plant gee:n.s 
and to re-open sooner 
teml'eratures, accord!ing' to Becker 
:"'WIll in the main channel. 4 
river to remain open longer 
:(,: Narms up, During 
(u)lv,blished data}, 
e,l;3t tb 
or ap' fro'e thE Plan'" COT' :;bnnHlon of 
Be.']ucl'S obsef!a;~~1)Yl'" 19H/\ ,:,9. and 1970 that 
/nen temp;:TiJ,CUre fell Lelow "F. lor a Feriod of two weeks, and! the 
chann'2ls of the river froze "vel', the main channel near Overton 
. ec",logy of this area was quite similar that reported 
who stated that the main rar Eagles at by IngTtlDi 
CassvUe, WeS the open water there. It auraeted a large number 
of (1w:ks as well as the Bald Eagle" 
Mlgraiion and Populalion Chazlges 
The study ~ sti.':rted too late in 1968 to know when the first 
Eagles arrived, but in 1969 the first arrivals, two immature birds, were ob-
served on 1 November, 1% and 72 miles respeetivE,ly, cast of the Overton 
bridge. In 1970 the first observation was on 6 November, an immature bird 
flying over the river 1 % miles east of Lexington. Shickley (1961) stated 
that the first Eagles the season were observed roosting' near North 
Platte, about 60 miles west of Lexington, on 31 October 1959. She also 
stated that most often they arrived in mid-November and some years as 
late as early December. Fawks (personal communication) stated that in 
Illinois Eagles appeared on the rivers in late November, but prior to Novem-
ber they were seen hunting over open fields. 
TABLE 1 
THE BALD EAGLE POPULATION FOR 1969-1970 
1 9 6 9 1 9 7 0 
November December January February March April Totals 
1 9 16 22 30 7 14 21 28 4 11 18 25 1 8 15 22 8 14 22 29 5 12 
Adult 4 5 11 28 14 2 15 19 15 7 12 5 161 
lnunature 2 - 4 2 3 13 6 3 4 9 7 8 21 15 2 2 106 
Not aged - - - - 4 3 1 - 16 
Total 2 - 4 2 8 25 38 18 11 9 4 12 25 26 24 28 27 3 7 283 
There was a gradual increase in the total population, from 2 to 7 
Eagles, from the first of November through the last of December during the 
1969-1970 season (Fig. 1; Table 1). The population increased sharply dur-
ing the first and second week in January and reached a maximum of 38 
birds on 11 January. Numbers then declined to 4 on 8 February. Thereafter 
the population increased again, reaching a plateau of 25 to 28 Eagles from 
22 February to 22 March, then decreased sharply until only 7 were observed 
on 5 April, the last of the season. In the preceding year, 1969, the last 
bird was seen 13 April. 
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The 1968-1969 wintering population may have had three different peaks 
(Tahle 2), but because of weather conditions not enough data were gathered 
to show this clearly. 
TABLE 2 
THE BALD EAGLE POPULATION FOR 1968-1969 
1 9 6 8 1 9 6 ~; 
December January February Narch April Totals 
15 22 29 5 12 19 26 2 9 16 23 2 9 16 23 30 5 13 20 
* 
~'c 
* * " * 
Adult 2 13 4 12 11 3 17 9 2 1 - 76 
Immature 4 3 3 3 26 
Not aged 12 
Total 17 5 15 16 5 29 17 4 114 
* 
Eagle census was not taken because of weather 
Arrival and departure dates of the Eagles apparently vary from year 
to year. Shickley (1961) observed one bird as late as 5 May 1960, but 
stated that most were gone by the last of April. Walker and Lowen (1967) 
stated that the Bald Eagle migrations were "eccentric". Some of the birds 
they observed migrated following nesting season; others did not seem to 
migrate at all. 
The ratio of adult to immature Eagles changed with the season (Fig. 1: 
Table 1). From late December to early March the adults outnumbered the 
immature birds, but thereafter the proportion reversed. These data would 
seem to fit the observations of Walker and Lowen (1967) and Southe;rI1 
(1963; 1964), who state;dl that the weather and age affect the migration 
of the birds, the younger Eagles going farther south with colder weather 
and returning later in the spring. 
To study possible movements up and down the river, the area under 
investigation was divided into four districts, each 4 to 5% miles long from 
east to west, and the counts were; compiled separately for them as well as 
being totalled for the entire area. Al.though difficulties in collecting data 
varied from district to district, it can safe;ly be said that there was no clear 
evidence of any directional movement which would cause an increase in one 
place at the expense of a decrease in another. In general, if the Eagles 
(adults or immatures alike) were on the increase in one section, they were 
on the increase in the others, and the same was true for decreases. The 
greatest concentration of the Eagles were found in the zone under the in-
fluence of the Canaday Steam Plant, where there was less ice, and the 
smallest numbers were present elsewhere. 
It was not learned where the Eagles in question spent the summer. 
Sharp (personnal communications) stated records showed that one Bald 
Eagle of Nebraska interest was banded on Great Slave Lake, Mackenzie, 
Canada on 31 July 1958. This bird was designated as a hatching year bird 
at the time of banding. It was recovered about 8 miles east of Louisville, 
Nebraska, on 22 October 1958, as a result of having hit a high-tension 
wire. Another Eagle, banded at the same location as the above in July of 
1959, was recovered in Montana in October 1959. Other records of regional 
interest include a bird banded in Michigan in June 1968 and recovered in 
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South Dakota late in October; and one banded in Texas in October 1964 
and recovered in South Dakota in May 1965. 
These few examples might indicate that Bald Eagle in the GreEt Plains 
do not have as regular a migration pattern as do many birds. As mentioned 
before, Walker and Lowen (1967) indicated this by saying the migrations 
were "eccentric". 
Nesting was not observed, nor did the Nebraska Game and Parks Com-
mission (Nason, unpublished data) have any records of such in the state 
at the time the present study was undertaken. Later. however, Commission 
personnel observed a pair of Bald Eagles constructing a nest in Cedar 
County, a few miles northeast of Crofton (Lock and Schuckman, 1973). As 
far as known, no eggs were laid, and the nest was finally abandoned. The 
American Ornithologist's Union (1957) and the NebI'aska Ornil;hc.logists' 
Union (Rapp et aI, 1958) stated that Bald Eagles were former nesters here, 
and Brunner (1896) mentioned that the birds had bred in both Cherry and 
Gage Counties. 
Some interesting sidelights obtain from the state population censuses 
(Bonde, personal communication) of the Bald Eagle which have been taken 
since 1963 during the first week in January by biologists of the Nebraska 
Game and Parks Commission and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service while 
counting migratory waterfowL These counts were state wide but excluded the 
Eagle population on the Missouri River, which was placed in the records of 
adjoining states. Each census W<18 taken in 2 days by 38 to 45 men using 1 
to 2 airplanes, a boat, 34 to 40 cars, and walking to inaccessible places. As 
shown in Table 8, which gives data collected (and also indices computed 
from them by the writers). the statewide counts indicate roughly a static 
population from 1963 to 1966, with an increase to about twice that size by 
The inel'ease is indicated not only more birds being counted, but 
increase in several indices: birds-mile-man, birds-mile, and birds-man. 
TABLE 3 
POPULATION OF S TATE-IUDE COUNTS 
" 
Total Adul ~: IT!lmature Total Miles Men Ratio of BiI..4/Nile Birds Birds 
Traveled Adult tCl t1an per per 
Immature Mile Han 
1962 (;8 /'·8 20 6,520 38 2.4: 1 2.7 x .010" 1. 789 
0,964 6S 51 ILf 5,337 42 3.6:1 9 x .0]22 1. 5/+8 
66 47 19 5,853 38 2.5: 1 3.0 x 1 .0113 l. 
1966 63 0 16 c, ,72 j 3>: ,9! 1 ~:. 9 x 0110 1 .658 
4 
10 5~f~78 3y ~ , .1.3 x 10 .01 1. 948 
6~ 23 6,874 45 2.8:1 2.8 10 -4 .0127 1. 933 x 
1969(' 35 li, 1: 5 43 6.7:1 3.5 x 1.977 
)70 100 79 21 43 '3.8: : 7 x 10 1J9 2.376 
.4 
131 24 !.: ~ () 91 .5: ] l . (j x 10 
r 1. rs L si x co Lurnnf :;·vere taken f (G'.TI the: I·Ud-winter Eagle Inven to OJ t"ht:"-
State ::..;1' 0le~)raska _H1E-~ by the t of Interior, Fish and '<ildJife Service. 
The last four colunms wet'"o COT~1puted from the state data. 
Operations curtailed because of bad weather. 
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Bonde (personal communication) believes the Nebraska survey repre-
sents the wintering population of the Eagles, not the peak migrational 
populations that occur ot other times. Tables 1 and 2 would seem to agree 
with his analysis. 
Some All-day Observations 
The three "all-day" studies were made on 30 and 31 December 1970 
and 1 ,January 1971 from a site near the edge of the river and about 6% 
miles west of the OveTton bridge. Here it was possible to see for more than 
a mile, both up and down the stream, and the birds could be watched to 
rather good advantage. Observation began at 9 :00 A.M. and continued to 
4:30 P.M. each day. 
The Eagles were relatively abundant along this part of the river. As 
many as seven were noted at one time during these 3 days, and at least one 
bird was in view of the observer practically the entire time. They spent the 
early morning hours, until 10 :30 or so, in feeding. From then on, however, 
they tended to spend most of the time in preening or sitting quietly on some 
branch. Now and then, for no obvious reason, a bird left its perch to fly 
along the river for a few minutes, and then returned. Sometimes a bird 
flew out of sight and did not return for quite some time, perhaps not for an 
hour. At least it was assumed that it was the same bird that came back in 
these cases, for the return was always from the direction last seen, to the 
same tree or nearby tree, and the age-class of the bird was always the some. 
The time elapsed between these flights varied from two to three minutes to as 
much as four hours. 
At approximately 3 :30 P.M. some of the Eagles assumer a sleeping 
posture by putting their heads under their wings, and they were still in that 
pose when the observer left at 4 :30 P.M. They were not 8ef'1l to leave the 
perch to go to a common roost as reported by Shickley (19tH) at North 
Platte, Nebraska, but presumably spent the night in the same tree in which 
they had been perching during the day. Additional data could well be 
gathered during late afternoon and early evening hours to test this sup-
position. 
Feeding 
On five different occasions during the two-year study Bald Eagles 
were actually observed feeding on fish in the Platte RiVE)', The birds caught 
their food in their beaks as the fish came by, either frem :.he edge of the 
water or after wading into it to a depth of three or fG\~r inches. Four of 
these performances were by solitary birds, but one instance involved two 
adults and two immatures which fished rather close tog'ether, varying in 
proximity from about 20 to 150 feet. 
Audubon apparently saw analogous behavior (Walker and Lowen, 1967) 
for he described Eagles wading briskly through the shallows of small creeks 
and striking fish with their bills. Southern (1963) and others related similar 
observations. 
One form of capturing fish reported by Southern (1963) was not seen. 
He stated that Eagles were able to swoop from a perch, fly back and forth 
or circle over open water, catch the fish with their feet, and get only their 
talons wet. 
Ponds or small lakes along Interstate 80, as weU as the Platte River, 
served as feeding places for the Eagles. In one case 11 of these birds were 
seen on the ice of a partially frozen pond where there had! been a large 
winter kill of 3 to 4 inch gizzard shad (Dorosoma cepedianum). Not all 11 
birds were feed~ng when observed. Some were preening, others were just 
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standing. Some of the Eagles, however, were obviously wet as if they had 
just recently been well into the water for their food, and some were at the 
edge of the ice. 
Only once were Eagles seen to eat anything other than fish. On 1 Janu-
ary 1971, during one of the all-day studies. three immature Eagles were 
seen feeding on a dead duck. One Eagle would eat while holding off the 
other two, and then one of the two would steal the carcass. Four Black-
billed Magpies (Pica pica) and two Common Crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos) 
would also steal a piece of the duck whenever possible. This activity was 
first observed at about 11 :30 A.M. ane! continued until about 2 :30 p, Moo 
when little if anything of the duck remained How long thE: feeding had 
gone on before being observed is not known, nor is it known whether it 
represented predation or scavenging. 
It should be emphasized here that at no time during the investigatioli 
were Eagles ever observed molesting live ducks on the river or ponds, nor 
did the ducks show any signs of alarm when Eagles flew overhead, perched 
in nearby trees, or sat on the ice not too far away. The Eagles feeding 
on the dead duck just described, for example, were within 50 feet of 200 
Mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) which paid no apparent attention to the 
activity. Five times on that same day from one to four adult Eagles perched 
in the cottonwood trees above the ducks. which were both on the bank and 
in the water, yet caused no alarm. It was a fairly common sight, on many 
days, to see Eagles and ducks in close proximity with no visible interaction, 
Nason, Shickley, and Fawks (personal communications), Grewe (1966), and 
Southern (1963) all believed that the presence of Eagles near winter con-
centrations of ducks did not indicate any eagle-duck, predator-prey rela-
tionship, but only the presence of water and available fish. 
Fish, it would appear, made up the bulk of the Eagles' diet in the 
study area as elsewhere. According to Fawks and Shickley (personai com-
munications). Southern (1963), Bent (1961), and Sprunt (1955), fish made 
up 70% to 96% of the Eagles' diet. The amount of fish in the diet depended 
upon the availability of fish and the amount of open winter; and according 
to Bent (1961. the Eagles used both live and dead fish. 
An interesting sidelight resulted from a study of about 50 trees which 
were used regularly for perching by the Eagles and which were accessible 
to the investigator These were examined closely, and the ground beneath 
was searched for pellets, which Eagles "cough up" much as owls do. Two 
complete ones and parts of several others were collected. All contained un-
identified feathers, small pieces of bone, and, fish scales, The pellets thus in-
dicated that Eagles fed on birds and fish as part of their diet, but of course 
gave no indication whether the Eagles had killed their food, or had found 
it already dead. 
Perching 
Bald Eagles were observed perching in both living and dead trees. The 
birds were often seen using cottonwood trees, but also sat in willow and 
American elm trees. The perch site invariably provided a good vantage point 
for seeing in all directions, and was never located in thick, dense growths of 
trees and branches, The perch treE: of course had to be large enough to sup-
port the Eagle's weight, and was usually near the feeding area. According 
to Southern (1963), roosting was in large deciduous trees near feed:ing 
areas. Fawks (personal communication) stated that they used the largest 
trees for roosting and perching, and Herrick (1934) stated they preferred 
to use a dead tree from which they could overlook the entire countryside, 
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Grewe (1966) observed the Eagles in large cottonwood trees along the 
MiFsouri River. The literature, it might be added here, was not always 
clear whether "roost" and "roosting" referred to "spending the night", 
"the daytime perching", or both. 
The poles supporting high-voltage power lines, one of which crossed the 
Platte River near the Canaday Steam Plant, theoretically could provide 
good perching and vantage points for the Eagles. Only once, however, was 
a Bald Eagle observed sitting on the crossarms of such a pole. Why more 
use was not made of them was not learned. 
Courtship-like Displays 
A peculiar aerial display, which involved the trailing of one bird by a 
second one, was observed seven times during the stud\)'. Typically, the lead 
Eagle flew in a circular or straight path with increasing and decreasing 
altitudes, the second Eagle flying about 20 feet behind and about 10 feet 
lower. Once a third Eagle was observed following about 20 feet back and 
slightly lower than the second Eagle. This activity continued from 2 to 10 
minutes, the lead Eagle then breaking away and alighting in a tree, and the 
following Eagle landing in the same neighborhood. Twice, however, the birds 
were seen to separate without going to a perch. The activity probably 
covered less than 15 acres in area. No sexual activities were noted. In four 
instances adults were followed by adults, and in two cases, one of which 
involved the three birds, immature birds were followed by immatures. One 
observation was at such a distance and under such light conditions that the 
age of the birds was not obvious. The performances were observed from 
as early as 4 January to as late as 30 March. 
C. J. Pennock (Bent, 1961) observed similar phenomena. He saw 
Eagles flying over open marshes and open water with two or three birds in 
rapid chasing flights, and thought the purpose was securing of a mate, or 
the securing of a new mate after the death of the original. Ingram (1965) 
also observed these displays, usually during the northward migration of 
the birds, and noted that they were participated in by adults and immatures 
alike. Few chases he observed involved adults only, the greatest number in-
cluded an immature bird and an adult. He, like Pennock, believed these dis-
plays were attempts by single birds to find mates. 
Oiher Behavior 
The presence of man served to alarm the Bald Eagles, sometimes even 
when he was as much as a half-mile away. This was noted repeatedly when 
attempts were made to take pictures of the birds and their activities. This 
shyness, however, did not prevent them from coming within 50 yards of oc-
cupied farm buildings, provided that no human activity was present outside. 
The greatest distance from the river or any large body of water that 
Eagles were observed during the study was 1% miles. Out of approximately 
400 Eagle sightings, only 13 were farther than 200 yards from the river, 
and of these, 10 were adult birds. It would seem that the Eagles under 
observation, ordinarily at least, did not fly very far from the river diuring 
their stay here, and the limited data might suggest that adults were more 
prone to wander than were the immatures. 
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CASSIN'S SPARROW NESTING IN NEBRASKA 
Early in June 1974 Don Sejkora, Grant, made the following report: On 
2 ,June we were out on a drive and discovered a bird in our pasture which 
seems to be somewhat outside of its normal range. We heard it first, as it 
was singing loudly, and traced the song to a plain-colored sparrow with a 
longish, rounded tail. The bird stayed on the ground, but sat in a sagebrush 
(or on a fencepost) when singing. We identified it as a Cassin's Sparrow, 
both on the basiR of its field marks and also on its song, which we later 
recorded and compared to the song on Peterson's Field Guide tv 'Western Bird 
Sanps. It checked exactly, When we could find no mention of it in the Revised 
Check-list af Nebraska Birds; my brother Ken and I returned to recheck it 
and determll1e hew many there were. We found at least three singing males 
in an area, of about 12 to 1& acres. Each of these had a territory set up, 
and on one site we saw what. I believe was a female. Because of their behavior 
I feel that they may breed, so I intend to watch the site carefully, On 3 June 
Ken and I went out to check on other areas (ungrazed pastures with scat-
tered sagebrush). We were surprised to find other sites with singing males. 
From the county road we could hear four or five singing birds at one site, 
and at another place we could hear one more. As all of these, including ours, 
are within an area of about 3 square miles, it appears that Cassin's Spar-
rows may br here in Perkins County in some numbers. 
After Don left for summer school at Malheur N ationai Wildlife Refuge 
Ken reported that on 5 June they had found Ii nest in a sand sage, with 
4 eggs, The eggs apparently were chilled by the heavy rains and cool weather 
of the following days. On 21 June the nest had 1 young and 4 eggs, and on 
23 June the young was nearly fully fledged, but the 4 eggs were unhatched. 
After the birds abandoned the nest the sagebrush, nest, and eggs were sent 
to the State Museum. They are sure that there were more nests in the area. 
since there were at least three other established territories. They heard 
the Cassin's Sparrow singing in Lincoln County (Wellfleet) and Hayes 
County (Hayes Center) to the east, and southern Hayes and Perkins COUTh-
tIes to the south_ 
On 12 June Doris Gates, Chadron, was making an annual nesting bird 
count for the Migratory Non-game Bird Stud~es of the Fish and Wildlife 
Service and saw a new bird. She was attracted to it because of the different 
song and because of its "skylarking" actions. She talked it over with Richard 
Rosche, Crawford, who said it sounded like a Cassin's Sparrow. Miss 
Gates listened to the song- on a record and on the basis of that and the 
"skylarking" action concluded that it was a Cassin's Sparrow (This was 
before they knew of the Sejkora's find.) She saw and heard about seven in-
dividuals, most of them in a dry sagebrush area maybe 10 mile northeast 
of Dalton, and heard one individual in another more grassland type area. 
The route starts north of Gurley, Cheyenne County, and ends about 2 miles 
north of Broadwater, Morrill County. 
When he heard of the Sejkora's find Dr. Sharpe, Omaha, said that 
about 4 years ago he had seen and heard a bird in Garden County, which 
he didn't try to track down because his interest was directed elsewhere at 
the time, but that later, after checking, realized that it must have been a. 
1. (The Supplement lists a report from Holstein, Adams County, on 7 May 1965 
by Harold Turner. Ed.) 
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Cassin's Sparrow. He suggesed to Dr. Mary Tremaine, Omaha, who does con-
siderable birding in the Crescent Lake area, that she check to see if she 
could find them there. So she took a little time off from her study of shore 
birds and did find Cassin's Sparrows on the crest of a hill near where she 
had been working, and realized that she had seen their skylarking actions 
before but hadn't taken the time to check them out. This was at Black's 
South Ranch, about 16 miles north of the Refuge. (Dr. Sharpe had been at 
Black's Ranch, south of the Refuge on Blue Creek, when he saw his bird.) 
On 7 .July Daryl Giblin, Lincoln, after having found many Cassin's 
Sparrows near 'iVray, Colorado, about 5 miles from the Kansas, Nebraska, 
Colorado corner, found one near Benkleman, 'Dunciy County about 20 miles 
east of the Colorado site. 
CAROLINA CHICKADEES TAKEN IN 
FONTENELLE FOREST 
On Hi July 1974 we were banding in Fontenelle Forest, Sarpy County. 
John and Mabel Ott of Lincoln were banding with us that day, as they have 
for the past 4 years. We banded 12 chickadees that day. Two of them, which 
we determined to be Carolina Chickadees, attracted our attention the 
minute we had them in our hands because they felt so small. Both birds 
measured % inch shorter than the Black-capped Chickadees. They had 
narrower bibs than the Black-cappeds, and the line of separation from the 
white of the breast was very sharp. They had paler rusty sides and more 
uniformly gray wings with narrow gray edging on the wing feathers. We 
have handled birds for 10 years and notice the size very readily, and the 
small size of these birds was extremely noticeable, which prompted us to 
look for markings. The other 10 chickadees taken that day were all Black-
capped Chickadees, and they gave us a basis for comparison. 
-Hazel and Fitzhugh Diggs, Hamburg, Iowa 
On 5 February 1969 Carl Swanson, Bellevue, was in the Forest and 
heard and recorded a call which, after study, he concluded was a Carolina 
Chickadee call (N BR 37 :52), but this is the first reported sight record for 
Nebraska, although it appears that there were unreported sightings. It 
should be remembered that Peterson says of the Black-capped and Carolina 
Chickadees "the two intergrade where their ranges meet". 
BUR.ROWING OWLS' FEEDING HABITS 
The diurnal feeding habits of the northern form of the Burrowing Owl 
(Spectyto cunicularis) appear unfamiliar to most of those who know this 
little resident of the prairie dog town. 
An examination of the pellets regurgitated about the nest hole makes 
it evident that the bird is both a diurnal and a nocturnal feeder, for these 
pellets contain exoskeletons both of day-and of night-flying insects, as 
well as remains of an occasional rodent or reptile. 
On hot, sunny, July or August afternoons one may seat himself in a dog 
town where there is a population of Burrowing Owls and observe them 
lifting from their perches on their nesting sites, rising into the air up to 
fifty feet or less and returning to the point of takeoff. If the birds are 
numerous one sees them performing this apparently meaningless act all 
across the dog town. The performance makes little sense until you suddenly 
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realize that at the apex of the flight the Owl strikes a large flying insect 
from the air and carries it back to his perch to eat at leisure or to feed the 
young. Instead of catching the prey in its beak the Owl strikes and grips 
it in his talons. One must assume that the nocturnal feeding patterns are 
similar to diurnal ones, for pellets of the little Owl contain abundant exo-
skeleton fragments of the night-flying June beetles and other scarabs that 
spend daylight hours under the soil surface, emerging at dusk to take flight 
immediately. Thus thE" supposition that such beetles are taken in flight 
seems logical. 
In no sense is the reader to assume that all prey is taken on the wing. 
Burrowing Owls are known to feed on small snakes, lizards, and small ro-
dents. Those driving at night in Burrowing Owl country are familiar with 
the Owls lifting from the road surface as the car approaches. Occasionally 
one way, if lucky, surprise an Owl with a small rodent in its heal;, As night 
drivers along lJrairie trails know, various rodents scurry out of the open 
roadway to the shelter of the adjacent grassland. Again as an assum[Jtion, 
it seems likely that the feeding Owl is aware of this very favorable hunting 
ground and utilizes it to his advantage. 
In view of their liking for small snakes one wonders if the BUn'owing 
Owl might not have been a control of the prairie rattlesnake that once 
shared the habitat with the Owl and the prairie dog? 
-Glenn Viehmeyer, North Platte 
TWO STUDIES OF WOODY PLANT ESTABLISHMENT 
BY BIRD-TRANSPORTED SEr:~:) 
It is Cl)mmOn knowledge that many plants, f'an:'u ~,!.rly tho,,(' shrubs 
and trees prod11cing fleshy fruits, are depel:dent upon ftuimals, pa"·ticularly 
birds, for seed t:ra!~3port. The distribution of thes" plants in the areas in 
which they grow as wildings is affected by many things routes 
are presumed to have' a signific€nt importance lor ~ spec'" , and t.his 
appears most important in f::d! ,fruitlm,' plants. S'lrlmer·fn:i :jug species 
will have a diffcl'mt patt"rE of distributl"", for they,. ill be carried mostly 
by summer resident birds move in rather restJ.·icted ran§::'s ;,bout their 
nesting sites. Thus such of the ('lJrrant, raspberry, gooseberry, june-
berry, and bm'" honeysuc::" will 11': ,I' " ~:owel' rate of spread than will 
those species With the fall and winL>cl' as the junipel",", 
Russian olive; hackberry, sumac'::,! ar, buckthorn. order to 
mate of tb:. role of birds in th" 
of the 'Tout Bird Club 0; ~·T(lrtn nlat ;,avt.' 
had interesing Tesults. 
Steve "Tain, with the 
Glenn Viehmeyer made the 
of woody ola;1L; estab1ished 
highway 8:;, the rmle nprt" 
an average widtr. nf iL2t. 
ventoried. Only f!:ants with " !!i.ea 
cedar and 3 or 1110re fo~' deC1JtUnllS 
trees and shrubs wore counteu Leeause 
weeds often l:id them and iJ'at such plants 
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rate. In addition to the woody species one herbaceous species, asparagus, 
was included. This species produces a red berry ripening in the fall and 
taken by many birds. It is established in most wooded areas along the Platte 
River drainage system. 
TABLE 1 
SPECIES INVENTORIED IN STUDY 1, IN PLANTS PER ACRE 
Eastern .;';'eJ Cedar 242.0 Wild Grape 6.6 
Juniperus virginiana Vitis vulpins 
Buckthorn 217.8 \vild Currant 2.2 
~hann~~~ cathar~~ca Ribes sureum 
-----
Asparagus 88.0 Bush Honeysuckle 2.2 
Asparagu~_ officinalis Lonicera tartarica 
--~--
Russian Olive 48.4 Elderberry 2.2 
Elaegnus angustifolia Sambucus canadensis 
Hackberry 11. 0 Poison Ivy 2.2 
Celtis occidentalis Rhu~ .!J!dbergii ---~--~---
Snowberry 11.0 Wild Rose 2.2 
Symphoricarpos occidentalis Rosa woodsii 
-----
The area inventoried equaled .4545 acre and a total of 289 plants were 
counted. A total of 12 species, 8 native and 4 exotic, were found. (Table 1) 
The population of bird-sown plants in the study arca was 1 to each 68.5 
square feet. Such a population equals a fairly dense mixed forest if the 
plants are evenly distributed. The nearest known seed sources for these 
plants are: 
Red cedar, the most numerous species - established trees along the 
fence rows studied. 
Poison ivy and snowberry - widespread along streams and canyons, 
and may have been carried from any of many sources. 
Wild currant, wild rose, wild grape, and the exotic Russian olive - al-
most certainly from the Platte rivers about 1 to 3 miles away. 
Buckthorn, elderberry, hackberry, and honeysuckle - North Platte Ex-
periment Station a half mile away. 
Asp~ragus - anyone of three gardens within a mile, or from accretion 
lands along the South Platte River, 1 to 2 miles away. 
Study Number 2 
This study was conducted by Glenn Viehmeyer assisted by Margaret 
Morton, in an area along the east side of Lake Maloney extending along the 
axis of a grove of Siberian elm planted in 1946. This is about 3 to 4 miles 
from the site of the other study. This planting was clean cultivated until 
1958 and the elms were well established at that time. The canopy was well 
closed and the elms provided light shade over the area. The soil was a light 
sandy one, low in organic matter. 
In the study 10 circular plots with an area of 78.54 square feet each 
were analyzed for bird-sown plant populations. Plots were located along 
a median line between the center row of trees, and were spaced 30 paces 
apart. From each center a pair of weighted 5-foot cords were used in 
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counting the population of bird-sown seedlings. The cords were used to 
layout segments of the plot. As a segment was tallied the back line was 
carried ahead to establish a new segment. Where vegetation was dense 6 
or 8 segments of each plot were counted separately. Where vegetation was 
sparse only 3 or 4 segments were made in a circular plot. 
TABLE 2 
DISTRIBUTION OF SEEDLINGS OF BIRD-SOlm SPECIES OF PLANTS IN STUDY 2 
Species Plants Total 
Per Acre Plants 
Eastern Red Cedar 
Juniperus virginiana 
Bush Honeysuckle 
Lonicera ~rtarica 
Russian Mulberry 
Morus tatarica 
Wild Currant 
Ribes sureum 
-----
Poison Ivy * 
Rhus rydbergii 
Virginia Creeper 
Ampelopsis quinquefolia 
Asparagus 
Asparagus officinalis 
Choke Cherry * 
Prunus melanocarpa 
Red-osier Dogwood 
Cornus stolinifers 
5,601.8 
1,663.9 
1,220.3 
499.1 
332.8 
277 .3 
221.8 
166.4 
llO.9 
Greenbrier 55.5 
Smilax hispida 
Snowberry 55.S 
Symphoricarpos oecidentalis 
Wild Grape'" 'j5.' 
Vitis vulpins 
Wild Rose 55. 
Rosa woodsii 
------
Unidentified 55.5 
Total 10,371.8 
101 
30 
22 
9 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
187 
Plot Number 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2 2 39 10 46 
2 7 13 5 
4 4 5 
2 2 2 
4 
3 
2 
10 R 2 5 Ill} 32 62 13 
* These sPecies are colony formers and each colony was :':',Iunted as (Yfte. 
Fourteen species of bird-sown plants were observed and except one 
was identified as to genus and sppcie·'. This onf' wac any native plant 
and it must be presumed it was carried in from some exotic ornamental. 
Three additional species were exotics: Russian mulberry, asparagus, and 
bush honeysuckle. In all probability they were from s('cd of plants planted 
around cabins and picnic are::l.S ar(nnd the lake. The temaining species are 
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native, viith the greenbrier being very rare. Hed ceisr wa~ seed of 
plant.ed trees in the immediate area; ('urnmts, sno\\berries, and choke 
cl:ecl'ies are comuon ir: ,nyons Hnd hills 'within ;~ )"1' the site as 
,Ee ild ro,'~S, which along uld Virginia 
ereeper"whi.c:!i is Lake l'v1ahney; Doison ivy, 
ay;j dogl,vcod I;robahly originate along the South F"Litte river, 
mil.es north. The nearest known sources of the particula,' greenbrier, 
iRpida, are along the Loup rivers, 60 miles north, and Medicine 
i;uuth, but it possible that the plant does grow in the 
Linculn Couaty, but it is r8.re, if pr2sent at all. 
The total inventory a<. tLe Lake l\Taloney site num.bercd IS'; plants on 
This would be ovel' 10,;)71 bird-sown plants per aCle Of these, 
tn,es, which a population rate of a tree for each 7 square 
feet. 'i'h~ total number of plants per acre, 10,371, is at a rate of a plant 
to every 4.2 square feet. Red e"dar was the nurnerous and appeared 
in 8 of the 10 sample plots. Distribution is indicative that proximity to 
"eed SOUl'CC j,] critical, for plot,; and 9harl 39 and 46 cedar seedlings re-
spectively and were lo,~ated atijaeent to fruiting ceda,,' tn"es. 
The canopy provided by the Siberian elms was also significant, and 
density of the seedling stand appears to be correlated with canopy density. 
Plot 5, which was not under the canopy, had only 1 red cedar plant growing 
in it, Two other plots with scanty canopies had (plot 4) 1 colony of poison 
ivy and 1 wild current and (plot 2 honeysuckles, I dump of poison ivy, and 
2 red cedars. Plots 7, 8, and 9, under a light but cOlnplete canopy showed 48, 
32, and 61 plants respectively. The distribution pattern is what might be 
expected if seed is mostly voided by perching birds. However, the data 
must be weighed by the fact that locations open to full sun are less effective 
as places where seedlings establish themselves because of the greater compe-
tition and reduced moisture. Table 2 shows the distribution by species in 
the 10 test plots. 
-Glelln Viehmeyer, North Platte 
This article was essentially complete at the time of Mr. Viehmeyer's 
death. Mrs. J. G. McIntosh typed the smooth copy, and Mrs. Viehmeyer 
and Miss Morton provided some additional details. 
BOOK REVIEWS 
The Dictionary of American Birds Names. Ernest A. Choate. 
Gambit, Inc., Boston. viii + 261 pps. $6.95 
If you want to know'the "why" of North American birds' names, this 
book will tell you. One section gives the common names, including varia-
tions not in the AOU Checklist, their derivations and the reasons for them 
(e.g., "BUFFLEHEAD For the shape of the bird's head suggesting that 
of a buffalo (see Buffalo Bird)". Another section explains the construction 
of scientific names, and then gives the derivation of the different parts of 
the name, and the American common name (and the British common name, 
when different from the American). A third section gives short biographies 
of people whose names have been involved in birds' names, sometimes in 
ways that are not readily apparent. (Did you know that the "Zenaida" 
part of doves' names comes from a Bonaparte princess, the wife of the 
man for whom the Bonaparte's Gull was named?). And a final section is 
an alphabetic list of English common bird names, with their Latin names. 
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This is certainly a good book for any library which has more than the bare 
essentials, and the price is low enough to permit its consideration by the 
average birder. 
- Ed. 
Birding from a Tractor Seat. Charles T. Flugum, 20 pen and ink illu-
strations by Dr. Walter J. Beckenridge. Birding from a Tractor Seat, Box 
30038, St. Paul, Minnesota, 55175. 435 pps. $8.95. 
This book consists of 137 columns written from 1952 to 1964 for The 
Community Magazine by Mr. Flugum. Because they are colums they are 
independent of each other, and the book can be used for browsing. Each 
item is two to three pages long. Most of them concern a particular species or 
related species, but some are on other topics: migration, bird counts, anting, 
for example. Usually there is some general discussion of the topic and some 
anecdote from the author's experience as a boy on a farm near Thompson, 
Iowa, or as a farmer near Albert Lea, Minnesota. He found, as have many 
NOU members, that birds seem to allow a person on a tractor to come 
much closer than they could without the tractor, so that binoculars were 
not necessary to see the details of the plumage in some cases. At every 
opportunity he stresses the importance of birds to the farmer as a control on 
insects, rodents, and weeds. While it may have particular interest for farm-
ers, its farm base should not reduce, and might enhanc,,", its interest to 
birders in general. 
- Ed. 
The View from Hawk Mountain. Micheal Harwood, 7 pen and ink 
drawings by Fred Wetzel, Charles Scribner's Sons, New Yark 191 llPS., $6.95. 
This is a report on the Hawk Mountain sanctuac/, with excursions 
into various related topi("~' A lot of it is descriptions by an observel' of what 
is going on at vP,rious particl,jar times - what they see, and feel, a::. the 
birds go by. Rut, like most conversations, digressions continually come up, 
and in them we get the history of the mountain jl':'cJf 'Jf: efforts to 
acquire it to eliminate by h'mtc:'·'. of the gradua.l ~,;,provements 
in the physical facilities of th" sanctu;"ry itself, 01' i he effr;cts of vatiol 
pesticides the 1::irds in theIr nesting an' "elUting gr',,'mds, iH!d many othel 
topics of interest whieh "<'em to comQ up natHrally, but par-
ticular order or organizat'cY' "'he read,!' recogninl many of the names 
mentioned! all tt )se of wdl-kn0wll thouf;',"h at "he time th"y wero 
not so well known. For iZ"ltancc, ]\;011 me Dr, Sutton, he-
fore he was Dr. Sutton. For one "lh,) is reading: the book it 
the shift from (,)pic to top)'; keEl?"" 
next pager the page after that? Bu" ali ,wie"; makes 
to go back to find something to show SO'H0Gody, or 
on some point. There is a six~pagi: bi!·1j·.·tl'raphy. It 
read. 
-~ Ed. 
RINGED TURTLE DO Abm d: A1lgUSt 1974 th" H HallR oj' 
Bellevue notICed a strange dove thdr yard. On they were able 
to get a good look and! noticed the light color and uark mark on the back 
of the neck, and also that the bird was banded. A couple of days later Ruth 
Green was able to get over before the bird left and confirmed that it was 
a Ringed Turtle Dove. On 22 August Fitzhugh and Hazel Diggs, Hamburg, 
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Iowa, caught and banded the bird. The band on its right leg was a seamless 
one, so that it probably was banded as a nestling because such bands can't 
be placed on the leg of an adult bird. Mrs. Diggs said that it was a very 
friendly bird and seemed to enjoy being held and petted, and that they su-
spected that it might be someone's free-flying pet. They banded the bird, 
and sent the markings of the original band in to see if it could be traced 
but had had no report as of early September. The bird was still around at 
this writing, 9 September. 
A Ringed Turtle Dove was seen in Plattsmouth in March of 1968. It 
also was rather tame and was banded, but the bird was never in hand and 
the band was not read. It was presumed to be an escap'ed bird. 
EUROPEAN COMMON CRANE SEEN AGAIN 
IN NEBRASKA 
On 16 March 1974 David and Cindy Cochran, Lincoln, saw a European 
Common Crane (G?'Us grus) in with a flock of Sandhill Cranes. The site is 
across the Platte River from Gibbon, the first road to the right south of the 
river on a county road, and then to the left at a pond. They took many pic-
tures, using a 500 mm. lens, and the accompanying pictures are enlarge-
ments of portions of those slides which show the identifying marks to the 
best advantage. The sighting was in midafternoon. They noticed' that When 
the European Crane attempted to display Sandhill Cranes near it would 
attack it and run it off. 
Mr. Cochran reported the sighting at the meeting of he Audubon 
Naturalist Club the following week, and Daryl Giblin, Lincoln, looked for 
it and found one, presumably the same one, on 25 March about 4.5 miles 
southwest of the site where the Cochrans had seen it. This was in a grazed 
field, about 3.5 miles west of the Gibbon road, south of the southern chan-
nel of the Platte. It was in with about 1,000 Sandhills. It was about 6 
inches taller than the Sandihills, lighter and grayer with no brown, and with 
much longer wings. It was recognized by its black cap and throat with white 
cheeks, and by black primaries and secondaries in its wings when it flew. 
Nebraska Ornithologists' Union, Inc. 
5109 Underwood Avenue 
Omaha, Nebraska 68132 
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Mr. Gibbon reported that it fought regularly with the Sandhill Cranes, who 
gave it more than the usual room a Sandhill Crane takes. 
This area at Gibbon is about 30 to 35 miles east of where Dr. Tremaine 
photographed a Common Crane in 1972 (NBR 40 :3). The distance between 
the two areas is within the ranging distance for the Sandhill Cranes. Dr. 
Tremaine compared her slides of the Crane with the Cochrane's slides, both 
projected and under a 10 x magnifier and noticed some differences in 
plumage pattern, especially in the demarcation between the white of the 
cheek and the black of the cap. Walkinshaw's Cranes of the World didn't 
cover the point, but Dr. Tremaine doubts that this would change with suc-
cessive moults, and on that assumption doubts that this is the same bird 
she photographed. 
Even when you know that there must be a Common Crane in the pic-
ture, probably near the center, it isn't too easy to pick it out. If you were 
driving by and saw this flock would you notice it? Or would it just be a 
case of "another flock of Sandhill Cranes"? 
